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About This Game

In Raging Titan you must defend your headquarters against waves of enemies rushing towards you. Build your towers,
plan your efforts, watch out for changing paths and strike back against the alien invaders!

Show your tactical genius, your military leadership and your strategic thinking in this demanding fight! Defend your
headquarters against superior forces!

War has come to Earth! Evil forces are attacking cities all around the world in an effort to extinguish mankind. The best
military commanders are needed to fight the threat and save the life on the planet!

You are their archetype. A tactical genius, a fighter without fear. Equipped with a sense for the situation and experience of
years of battle. You are sent as the spearhead to stop the enemies. It is in your hands whether we will survive or be forgotten!

BUILD YOUR DEFENSE

Plan your best strategy and prevent your enemies from reaching their goal by building towers, controlling the enemy paths and
destroy them with a selection of your weapons!

CHOOSE YOUR TOWERS

Select the best from a selection of 10 hugely different towers. Find the best tower for the types of enemies you are expecting
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and upgrade them in 3 different stages!

WATCH YOUR ENEMIES

Shields, armor, airborne, walking, big and small - there are many enemies and each of them require a special tactic and counter
measure to defeat them!

TRAVEL DIVERSE BATTLEFIELDS

Grasslands, Sand dunes, cities and much more - fight the battle in 25 levels and diverse landscapes!
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Title: Raging Titan
Genre: Strategy
Developer:
Mad Vulture Games
Publisher:
Mad Vulture Games
Release Date: 16 Oct, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or higher

Processor: Core 2 Duo

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: nVidia GeForce 7 / AMD Radeon X16xx

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 2 GB available space

English
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This is exactly the right price for this kind of content. The new character is fun as well.. GReaT game. Even w/o an
ALgoryhtmic porcessor >>> forget about the Physs - ex, too.
  good multi - game with no h/w on the ceiling.

  >Two thumps up, 'Nuff said.
  Was not waas a fun game years ago for a MMP -
  The H W'r que's were allowable for most every ones and was mostly fun --
  not Kalikaaali stuuuff: which was the real reason for poor rating-s.

.. no work, suk mi az2
china numba wun. It's like an old Battlefield 2-3, very open and big game, loads of fun things to do and very cheap! With
destructible enviorments and drones that explode on command, this is one fun game. Although the amount of servers up are
often limited to about 10-15 or so.. Now this DLC is what it's all about, the detail is really good throughout. It is really like being
in the real thing, its that good.
The engine sounds I think are spot on for this aircraft.
Everything I would expect to work does work, I haven't found any problems ##.
I wish all DLC for aircraft was this good.
It's 10\/10 for Alabeo efforts on this one.

## One thing that has been pointed out , when the instrument back lights are on, the overhead red cockpit lights are on as well,
and you can't switch them off as the button\/switch is inop.. Okay, to start off, I got this game out of a humble bundle deal,
hadn't even heard about it beforehand. Do not, and I mean do not let the name turn you away or the astetics. This is not a game
for weeaboos and when you spend some time with the game, you learn to like the astectics, a lot.

Image playing Super Meat Boy, you finnaly defeat Dr. Fetus after all this time and you feel empty almost. Sure, there are all the
dark levels and the final world, but you have already thrown your controller about 12045.3 times already. It's just way too
difficult. (I mean, it is super meat boy, but still...) You want a change.

This is where Slime-San comes in.

This game is Super Meat Boi 2.0, in a more liquidy blobby kind of form.

Pro's:
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Game Design: Levels are excellent.
Contols: Crisp and fair.
OST: Probibly one of the best soundtracks I have heard in a video game that is retro themed.
Passion: The dev's have some serious love for the game, it is very clear as they pay attention to every detail.

Con's:
The name: Can be semi misleading.

Neutrals:
Aestetics: Really depends on who you are if you like it or not.
Bosses: Range from extremely fun and difficult to way to easy. The final boss put up very little fight in comparison to the
others, I didn't die at all to it. (Keep in mind, the game is like super meat boy, you are suposed to die a ton)

Overall: I had a fun time with the game, but I would only recomend it on sale. 8/10
Cheers!. The graphics are unique and eye-catching, with that very pleasing retro feel -- something you'd expect of the early 90's.
Looks very hand done, which adds to the charm. The story creates a sense of urgency while playing, and complements the post-
apocalyptic atmosphere. I can tell a lot of care went into the construction of each level, and I enjoyed the little details -- a pretty
tree that you can climb into for no reason other than to have a nice place to sit, for example. The gameplay itself is reminiscent
of oldschool platformers with which you're already familiar, but also draws inspiration from modern games in the genre; the
level design could be compared to Super Meat Boy (as another player mentioned) and the combat reminds me somewhat of
Spelunky, or really just any 2D game that involves jumping and shooting.

What I love about this game is that you are left to your own devices to figure out ways to beat each level. There's no tutorial
(you can find the controls in the menu), and you're given no strategies or hints for completing each level. That is what makes
this game truly retro, and it's something that I miss from 90% of new video games. You'll find yourself at times questioning if
you can make a certain jump, or if there's any concievable way to defeat a certain enemy or obstacle. This forces you to get
your hands dirty and really play the game. It's a puzzle, it's a real challenge, it's action-packed, and it definitely requires some
skill -- don't expect After Rain to hold your hand and drag you through each level (I'm looking at you, modern Zeldas). If you're
looking for a game that provides you with a challenge, rather than just stealing your time, then After Rain is a worthy purchase.
I will definitely be coming back to this game until I beat it.. Great game 10/10. I found this game to be quite interesting, though
it is fairly simple mechanically speaking. The story kept me very much engaged. In a few spots my choices seemed to make a
difference. With all of my other choices, it's hard to say. The game might have some replayability, at least the last underground
section, since there are so many possible endings. Recommended if you like cool stories.

By the way, the game did freeze on me a couple of times, so make sure you save often.. As some are quick to point out, Mu
Complex is not a 'hacking game'. There's no frenetic action, load balancing packet transfers across multiple servers or firewall
cracker mini-games. Instead, you're an e-spy, learning just enough about your targets to steal their secrets, before moving on to
the next-to-be-victimized terminal. So Mu's not a 'hacking game', it's actual hacking.

The puzzles grow fairly linearly in difficulty, beginning with laughable non-effort and culminating in multiple notebook pages
of nightmarish chicken scratch. Like many adventure games of the internet age, Mu requires that you befriend Google,
researching beyond the in-game assets. Accordingly, the developers have created a suite of real world, online content to further
your immersion into the complex world of Complex.

Unfortunately, all of that outside browsing accompanies an odd, recurring bug. Alt-Tab'ing out blanks the game screen,
seemingly erasing your progress. Resizing the game screen fixes the problem immediately, but I suffered through a bit of 'close-
and-replay' before stumbling upon that solution.

Overall, using only minimal interface and unobtrusive music, Mu Complex creates an appropriately tense atmosphere as you dig
through the sins of the past. The simulated voice acting is sometimes soothing and sometimes unnerving... So much so, in fact,
that when I updated Windows 10 recently and the screen displayed HELLO in big block letters, I flinched... Play the game,
you'll understand why...

It took me 6-7 hours to complete the two standard episodes, having read through every accessible message and taken the
relevant notes. Beyond that, there is additional content that I will refrain from spoiling, so the total package well justifies the
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current $9 price point. For the fellow Achievement Hunters, it took me 21 hours for 100% completion, with one particular
achievement requiring a lot of patience... you'll know it when you see it... so have a book handy.

Update: My nominee for The “I Thought This Game Was Cool Before It Won An Award” Award
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Mu Complex is a hacking game with rich atmosphere and mindboggling puzzles that require you to think very litteraly outside
of the box. This game might even take you along for an even more exciting ARG experience if you wish to uncover every single
secret. And believe me, there are quite a few of them.

I played this game way back when Mu Complex Episode 1 launched at Kongregate, and I thoroughly enjoyed every aspect of it.
Of course I delved straight into Episode 2 when it launched as well. If you pay attention to everything in the game you come
across a lot of referances, I'll post some of them under a spoiler tag for those interested.  Of course we have the obvious ones
like Portal, but you'll also find referances to different parts of history, tools for making and breaking codes (ranging from
ASCII to Braille to Navy Flags), and even The Bible  So I believe there is something for most people to enjoy here. You might
even learn something new, I sure did.

What's even more exciting is that the Steam version of Mu Complex includes a few new features, so I encourage every fan and
those interested in the game to try to collect all the achievements. You'll find that there is more happening between the lines and
out of plain sight than you first thought.

Final thoughts: I'm really glad I played through it all and discovered everything. It gives me reason to hope even more for a Mu
Complex Episode 3 someday.

Rating: 10/10 A true gem amongst games.. Extremely polished story-driven 2D puzzle-platformer with a well-implemented time-
travel mechanic. It's quite short and ends a bit abruptly, as though the devs had intended to make a longer game but ran out of
time and money, but what's there is excellent.. Originally this was a negative review, not because the game was bad, but because
I saw a huge potential that was ruined by a couple small issues, and it was frustrating as I really loved the concept of this game.

First I'd like to put the emphasis on the professionalism of the dev team, after the bad review they tried to reach out and
understand. They also gave fair arguements and explanation. And eventually the recent updates of the game tackled most of
those "'small issues".

The game is not yet perfect of course but I can see a huge improvement, and I respect a lot the work that has been put by the
team to fix the game.

The AI is now way better does encourage team play. I found myself thinking about very exiting team strategies that would have
never worked before because of the dumb (sometimes too aggressive) AI. It gives so much more depth and replayability to the
game.

It's not part of the update log but I have the feeling either the player stats, or the ball weight\/physics has changed and it makes
the game more enjoyable.

The multiplayer games are still pretty epic and fun and the game has become a no brainer when I have friends over.

I can't wait to see the future updates, I really hope the team brings more gameplay options, powerups ? special moves ? new way
to shoot the ball ? :)

It's worth the $15, it's packed with fun, good ideas, and a carring dev team willing to enhance the game for the community..
stuck on Level 3. again n again.
but its very addicted.

please some update.
. What was this about! A cyclist having a mid life crisis would be my best guess. It surprised me in that it is all animated on five
big screens, I was expecting a static art gallery display so it was a plus and engaging all the more for this, I like all the different
things the Vive brings to the table, Art installations to the gamer hell yeah! Support the different and diversify and as in the
words of the Pop Group "**** art let's dance!"
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